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ABSTRACT

The first-loading core of the High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) consists of 150
fuel assemblies. An HTTR fuel assembly is so-called a pin-in-block type of hexagonal graphite block.
A fuel rod consists of a graphite sleeve and of 14 fuel compacts. In a fuel compact, about 13,000
TRISO coated fuel particles are dispersed densely. The coated fuel particle is TRISO (Tri-isotoropic)
type with four coating layers. The fuel kernel is low-enriched (average 6wt%) UO2. The fabrication of
the first-loading fuel started from June 1995. A total of 4,770 fuel rods were successfully produced
and transferred to the reactor building of the HTTR. Finally, in the reactor building, the fuel rods were
inserted to the graphite blocks to form fuel assemblies. On December 1997, 150 fuel assemblies were
completely formed and were stored in new fuel storage cells. The cells were filled with helium gas to
keep the fuel blocks in dry condition. Fabrication technology of the HTTR fuel was established
through a lot of R&D activities and fabrication experiences of irradiation examination samples spread
over about 30 years. High quality and production efficiency of fuel were achieved by the development
of the fuel kernel process using the vibration dropping technology, the continuous 4-layer coating
process and optimization of the compaction conditions. In the safety design of HTGR fuel, it is
important to retain fission products within the coated fuel particles so that their release to the primary
coolant may not exceed an acceptable level. From this point of view, as-fabricated failure fraction is
important. In the specification, SiC-failure and exposed uranium fractions were determined to be less
than 1.5x10° and 1 5x 10"*, respectively. The quality of the first loading fuel fully satisfied the design
specifications for the fuel. The fuel compacts contained almost no through-coatings failed particles
and few SiC-defective particles. Average through-coatings and SiC defective fractions were 2x10"* and
8xl0'5 respectively. In parallel with the fabrication of the first-loading fuel, JAERI carried out integrity
confirmation tests of the fuel. The tests were (1) independent as-fabricated SiC defective fraction
measurement, (2) acceleration irradiation test and (3) high-temperature heat up test of irradiated fuel
compact. Through the tests, integrity of the first-loading fuel of the HTTR was finally confirmed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The first-loading core of the HTTR consists of 150 fuel assemblies. As shown in Fig. 1, an HTTR
fuel assembly is so-called a pin-in-block type of hexagonal graphite block containing 31 or 33 fuel
rods. A fuel rod consists of a graphite sleeve and of 14 fuel compacts. In a fuel compact, about 13,000
TRISO coated fuel particles (CFPs) are dispersed densely. The fuel kernel is low-enriched (average
6wt%) UO, with 600(.im of diameter. CFP is a microsphere of fuel kernel with TRISO coatings which
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consist of a low-density, porous pyrolytic carbon (PyC) buffer layer adjacent to the spherical fuel
kernel, followed by an isotropic PyC layer, a SiC layer and a final (outer) PyC layer. The CFPs are
incorporated with graphite powder and phenol binder to form a fuel compact. A fuel rod is composed
of a graphite sleeve and fuel compacts. The fuel rods are inserted to bore holes in a hexagonal graphite
block. Helium coolant flows annular holes between the outside of fuel rods and the boreholes.

The fabrication of the first-loading fuel started June 1995. A total of 66,780 fuel compacts,
corresponding to 4,770 fuel rods, were successfully produced through the fuel kernel, CFP and fuel
compact processes. The fuel rods were transferred to the reactor building of the HTTR. Finally, in the
reactor building, the fuel rods were inserted to the graphite blocks to form fuel assemblies. On
December 1997, 150 fuel assemblies were completely formed and were stored in new fuel storage
cells. Fabrication technology for the fuel was established through a lot of R&D activities and
fabrication experiences of irradiation samples over about 30 years0"21. However, since this was the first
mass-production of the HTGR fuel in Japan, we experienced some technical problems during the
fabrication.

In parallel with the fabrication of the first-loading fuel, JAERI carried out integrity confirmation
tests of the fuel. The tests were independent as-fabricated SiC defective fraction measurement,
acceleration irradiation test and high-temperature heatup test of irradiated fuel compact. This report
describes (1) characteristics of as-fabricated fuel, (2) the topics obtained by the first mass-production
experiences and (3) result of the integrity confirmation tests.

2. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN OF THE HTTR FUEL

In the fuel safety design of HTGRs, it is important to retain fission products within the CFPs so that
their release to the primary coolant may not exceed an acceptable level0'. From this point of view, the
basic design criteria for the fuel are to minimize the failure fraction of as-fabricated fuel coating layers
and to avoid, in principle, significant additional failures during operation. To meet the latter criterion,
the fuel temperature is limited below 1495°C during normal operation conditions and below 1600°C
during anticipated operational occurrences, and the fuel burnup is limited 33GWd/t based on the
results of irradiation test.

One of the most important specifications is the thickness of coating layers because the irradiation
performance of the coated fuel particle strongly depends on the coating layer thickness. The failure by
kernel migration depends on thickness of buffer and IPyC layers together with fuel temperature and
fuel temperature gradient'2-3'. The failure by Pd-SiC interaction depends on kernel diameter, buffer,
IPyC and SiC layer thickness together with fuel temperature and burnup(2i5). Since we have discussed
small additional failure fraction, not only average value but also deviation of coating layer thickness is
important. An another important characteristic of as-fabricated fuel is failure fraction. In the
specification, SiC-failure and exposed uranium fractions were determined. Based on the safety
requirement of the HTTR and the fabrication experiences, the criteria for the SiC-failure fraction and
the exposed uranium fraction were determined to be less than 1.5x10° and 1.5x10"*, respectively.

3. FABRICATION EXPERIENCES

3.1 Coated fuel particle
A total of 900kg of UO2 kernels were fabricated in a gel-precipitation process by a vibration

dropping technique. The coating layers were deposited on the kernels in a CVD process using a
fluidized coater. The buffer and high density PyC coating layers were derived from C2H2 and C3H6,
respectively, and the SiC layer from CH,SiClj (MTS). The coating was carried out by optimizing the
mode of the particle fluidization and by developing the process without unloading and loading of the
particles at intermediate coating process'6'.

Figure 2 shows measured dimensions and distributions of as-fabricated CFPs. The thickness of the
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coating layers was measured by optical microscopy. The fabrication data showed that the deviations of
thickness of the PyC layers and the SiC layer were small, however, the deviation of the buffer layer
thickness was relatively large. Since the internal pressure strongly depends on the free volume in the
buffer layer, an evaluation was carried out to confirm the coating layer intactness during operation.
The calculated failure probabilities by so-called pressure vessel failure are also shown in Fig. 2 as a
function of the buffer layer thickness(7). In the calculation, irradiation temperature, burnup and fast
neutron fluence were assumed to be the maximum irradiation condition in the HTTR core. The intact
particle fails significantly when buffer layer is thinner than 30um. Therefore, it is concluded that the
buffer layer was fabricated to prevent pressure vessel failure even considering its deviation of
thickness.

3.2 Fuel Compact
The fuel compacts are produced by warm-pressing of the CFPs with graphite powder. In the first

step, the coated fuel particles are overcoated by resinated graphite powder with alcohol. The aim of the
overcoating is to avoid direct contact with neighboring particles in the fuel compact. Then, the
overcoated particles are warm-pressed by metal dies to form annular green fuel compacts. The final
step of the compaction process is the heat-treatment of the green fuel compacts. The fabrication
process was modified to reduce the defective particle fraction during the compaction process before
fabrication of the first-loading fuel. The compaction process was improved by optimizing the
combination of the pressing temperature and the pressing speed of the overcoated particles to avoid
the direct contact with neighboring particles in the fuel compact'61.

The free uranium fractions of the fuel compacts were measured by the deconsolidation followed by
the acid leaching on four fuel compacts for each fuel compact fabrication lot. The SiC-failure fractions
of the fuel compacts were measured by the burn/leach method<9) for six fuel compacts in each fuel
compact fabrication lot. Since there are about 13,000 coated fuel particles in a fuel compact, one
through-coatings failed particle corresponds to 8.0xl0'5 in the acid leaching measurement. As-
fabricated fuel compacts contained almost no through-coatings failed particles and few SiC-defective
particles. Average through-coatings and SiC defective fractions were 2x10"* and 8xl0"5 respectively.

In the beginning of fabrication, unexpected large SiC-failure fractions were observed. Then, we
analyzed relations between the measured SiC-failure fractions and fabrication parameters, such as
coating layer thickness, overcoat layer thickness, pressing speed, etc. Finally, we found the following
reasons which increased the SiC-failure fractions.

(a) Decrease of SiC layer thickness00

Figure 3 shows relation between the SiC layer thickness and the SiC-failure fraction in the
beginning of fabrication. The SiC-failure fractions increased when the SiC-layer thickness decreased.
Since the CFP with thinner SiC layer is mechanically weaker, the SiC layers of contacted CFPs were
considered to be failed. The SiC layer decreased although coating time and flow rate of deposition gas
(MTS) was controlled during coating process. We found that the decrease of the SiC layer thickness
occurred because filter of MTS evaporator was partly choked. It caused decrease of concentration of
MTS gas gradually during continuous operation of the coater which we had never experienced. Finally,
from the viewpoint of the SiC-failure reduction, we checked the SiC layer thickness before the
compaction process. After that, no significant increase of the SiC-failure fraction was observed.

(b) Odd-shaped overcoated particle00

We found that there were odd-shaped overcoated particles in which two or three CFPs were
included. The odd-shaped overcoated fraction was about 10"4. We considered that the CFPs in odd-
shaped particle failed during compaction process because they could not keep enough distance each
other. In order to examine this assumption, compaction test was carried out. The result is shown in Fig.
4. In the test, the fraction of odd-shaped overcoated particles was changed from 0 to 30-vol%. The
result showed that the SiC-failure fraction increased with fraction of odd-shaped overcoated particle.
Then, the odd-shaped overcoated particles were removed in the fabrication process.
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4. INTEGRITY CONFIRMATION TESTS

4.1 Independent as-fabricated SiC defective fraction measurement
Since the as-fabricated SiC-failed particle does not have the mechanically strongest coating layer,

SiC, the as-fabricated SiC-failed particle is predicted to be resulted in the through-coatings failed
particle by internal pressure during operation02'. From this point of view, as-fabricated failure fraction
is important. The independent as-fabricated SiC defective fraction was measured by the burn/leach
method. Both failure fractions agreed within 95% confidence limit.

4.2 Acceleration irradiation test
As-fabricated coated fuel particles are irradiated in the Japan Materials Testing Reactor to confirm

irradiation performance of the first-loading fuel. Irradiation performance of the fuel is monitored by
fractional release of fission gases, (R/B). Finally, burnup will reach about 6%FIMA which is higher
than 3.6% FIMA of the maximum burnup in the HTTR core. As shown in Fig. 5, fractional releases of
88Kr are sufficiently smaller than corresponding alarm and scram levels during the HTTR operation.

4 3 High-temperature heatup test of irradiated fuel compact
In order to confirm 1600°C criterion, heatup test of irradiated fuel compact was carried out. The

fuel compact was fabricated by the similar method band was irradiated in the 15th OGL-1 up to about
4%FIMA. No coated fuel particle failure was observed after 30 hours heating in 1600°C.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The first loading fuel was successfully fabricated. The quality assurance data showed that coating
layer thickness was enough to prevent irradiation-induced failure even considering their deviation of
thickness. Average through-coatings and SiC defective fractions were as good as 2x10"'' and 8xI05

respectively although unexpected large SiC-failure fractions were observed in the beginning of
fabrication. In parallel with the fabrication, integrity of the first-loading fuel of the HTTR was finally
confirmed through the integrity confirmation.
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Fig. 1 Fuel assembly of the first-loading-fuel of the HTTR.
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Fig. 2 Measured dimensions and distributions of as-fabricated coating layers with probability,
of pressure vessel failure as a function of buffer layer thickness.
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Fig. 3 Relation between the SiC layer thickness and the SiC-failure fraction.
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Fig. 4 Relation between the SiC-failure fraction and fraction
of odd-shaped overcoated particle.
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Fig. 5 Fractional release of ""Kr in acceleration irradiation test.
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